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The dynamics of photodissociation of glyoxal ~HOC–COH! near the dissociation threshold on the
triplet manifold are studied through measurement of distributions of nascent fragment HCO in
various internal states. Three rotational levels 101* , 413* , and 321* 1322* of vibrational state U
~excitation wavelength ;394.4 nm, origin at 25 331.865 cm21! of glyoxal in state A˜ 1Au and two
other vibrational states at excitation wavelengths 390.33 and 382.65 nm are selected to produce
fragment HCO. By means of fluorescence in the transition B˜ 2A8– X˜ 2A8 of HCO, we determined
the relative populations of internal states of that fragment. Rotational states of product HCO up to
N526 and K52 are populated, and bimodal distributions of these rotational states are observed for
the photolysis wavelengths used in this work. The high rotational part of the distribution with
average energy near values calculated on the basis of the statistical model—phase-space theory is
assigned to arise from glyoxal on its S0 surface, and the low rotational part from the T1 surface with
an exit barrier. After photolysis near the threshold region on the triplet surface, HCO arising from
the T1 state appears to be a major component of products because these rotational levels 101* , 413* ,
and 32* of U state selected are gateway states with an enhanced rate of intersystem crossing.
© 2004 American Institute of Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1647538#
I. INTRODUCTION
Glyoxal ~OHC–CHO! serves as a prototypical molecule
for both its three-body fragmentation1 and unimolecular re-
action dynamics.2–17 Under collision-free conditions, Hep-
burn et al.1 photolyzed glyoxal in the 80
1 band of
A˜ 1Au – X˜ 1Ag at wavelength 440.5 nm, and showed the pres-
ence of three distinct dissociation channels: ~1! H212 CO,
triple fragmentation, ~2! H2CO1CO, molecular channel, and
~3! HCOH1CO, hydroxymethylene channel. These three re-
action channels are the lowest-energy product channels that
correlate with the ground electronic surface. For the channels
that produce radicals, Zhu et al.3 determined absolute yields
of HCO produced at various photolysis wavelengths under
bulk condition, but the dissociation mechanisms are un-
known.
From work in this laboratory, an abrupt decrease in life-
time of the triplet state T1 and in fluorescence of glyoxal
occurs at an excitation wavelength near 394.4 nm; the triplet
state that interacts with the bright singlet state S1 was studied
by quantum-beat spectroscopy.11 The lifetime of the triplet
state is obtained from widths of lines in Fourier-transformed
spectra of fluorescence decay curves of S1 that display oscil-
latory features. In the wavelength region about 394.4 nm,
HCO production was detected; thus we attributed this radical
channel to result in lifetime shortening of the triplet states.
We observed minor production of nascent fragment HCO
even when photolysis energies lie below the threshold posi-
tion on the triplet surface. Hence, possibly both S0 and T1
channels correlate with production of radical products. A
schematic diagram for dissociation pathways to HCO along
the low-lying surfaces appears in Fig. 1. We expect the S0
pathway to lack a barrier; the corresponding product state
distributions are nearly statistical. In contrast, the T1 channel
has an exit barrier that tends to bias the distribution of rota-
tional states. By deriving detailed state distributions of frag-
ments we can study the participation of both surfaces in the
dynamics of glyoxal.
Spectra of glyoxal involving its low-lying singlet and
triplet states are well understood;18–43 study of its dynamics
with quantum-state selection is hence practicable. Because
glyoxal consists of two HCO moieties, populations of inter-
nal states of these identical fragments can be deduced on
measuring their fluorescent intensity. According to work in
this44,45 and in other laboratories,46–48 relative populations
of individual rotational states of HCO can be extracted
from the intensity of fluorescence using the transition
B˜ 2A8– X˜ 2A8.49–51 In this laboratory also, we performed full
rotational analysis on transition A˜ 1Au – X˜ 1Ag of glyoxal near
the dissociation threshold on the T1 surface.11 Thereby the
dissociation dynamics of the radical channel become ame-
nable to study on photoinitiating a single rotational state in
the parent molecule.
In this work we selected three rotational levels ~for K
50 – 2) for S1 glyoxal in vibrational state U;11 these levels,
at excitation wavelength ’394.4 nm, are near the threshold
region for formation of two HCO in the triplet manifold. In
this case the available energy is small, and initial quantum
states are defined in which distributions of product states are
expected to be sensitive to the topology of the potential-
energy surface. Other excitation wavelengths 390.33 and
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382.65 nm with energies lying above the dissociation thresh-
old on the triplet surface enable us to derive the distributions
of internal states of fragment HCO; competition in produc-
tion yield from the S0 and T1 channels is thereby investi-
gated.
II. EXPERIMENT
Monomeric glyoxal prepared from decomposition of tri-
mer at 180 °C was then mixed with Ar to prepare samples. In
the electronic ground state of glyoxal, the cis isomer lies at
an energy ;1125 cm21 above that of the trans; hence at
room temperature the cis isomer accounts for less than 0.5%
of total population.
The beam from a dye laser ~Lambda Physik, Scanmate
SM2E! pumped with a Nd:YAG laser ~Continuum 81-C-10!
provided excitation at wavelengths 380–395 nm and at en-
ergies 1–4 mJ/pulse ~laser dye E398!. To select nearly a
single rotational state on excitation in the region of the U
band, we placed an intracavity etalon in the oscillator cavity
of the dye laser, achieving a resolution ;0.04 cm21. A
glyoxal/Ar mixture ~1.6%–2.2%! was used with a pulsed
nozzle ~General Valves, diameter 0.5 mm! at a stagnation
pressure ’1.5 atm to generate the molecular jet. About 1.5
cm downstream from the orifice of the nozzle, the laser beam
interacted with the molecular jet to excite glyoxal to the
A˜ 1Au state. A second dye laser ~Lambda Physik LPD 3002!
pumped with a Nd:YAG laser generated a probe beam near
wavelengths 516–518 nm. This laser beam was directed into
a doubling crystal ~BBO! to yield an UV beam, then to a
four-prism separator, to obtain a final energy 1.2–1.5 mJ/
pulse at resolution 0.25 cm21. This laser beam served to
excite HCO to the B˜ 2A8 state. Both laser pulses overlapped
spatially in the interaction region. Filters ~UG11 and
WG335! served to block most light scattered from both
beams. The delay between photolysis and probe pulses was
fixed to ’600 ns; after this period the S1 fluorescence of
glyoxal has decayed to nearly zero intensity. A photomulti-
plier ~EMI 9658! in combination with a preamplifier ~Ortec
9306! produced an optimal ratio of signal to noise. A photo-
diode serves as a detector to monitor simultaneously the in-
tensity of the probe laser beam; the fluctuations of intensity
of the probe laser beam are then corrected using the output of
the photodiode.
Three transitions DKDJK(J)5RR0(3), PP1(2), and
RR1(2) of band U ~band origin 25 331.865 cm21!,11 shown
in Fig. 2, with upper rotational states 413* , 101* , and 321*
1322* ~unresolved transitions!, respectively, were excited, to
produce fragment HCO; an asterisk symbol serves to denote
the quantum state of the parent molecule to differentiate
those of the product. At a greater energy region, the fluores-
cent intensity of glyoxal is weak because the quantum yield
for fluorescence is small. Hence we monitored the fluores-
cence of HCO and scanned the wavelength of the photolysis
laser to obtain photofragment excitation spectra. One spec-
trum is displayed in Fig. 2 for the wavelength range 380–392
nm. In this region two excitation wavelengths at 390.33 and
382.65 nm were selected to photolyze glyoxal, then to obtain
fluorescence spectra of the nascent product HCO. For each
excitation wavelength of HCO, four or five spectra covering
FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of potential-energy surfaces for the dissociation
pathway to radical products HCO along the triplet and ground electronic
surfaces of glyoxal. DEr
0 denotes the reaction energy for H2C2O2
→2HCO.
FIG. 2. The lower trace shows a portion of a fluorescence excitation spec-
trum of band U in the transition of A˜ 1Au – X˜ 1Ag of trans-glyoxal. The
transition indicated with an arrow is used to prepare the selected excited
state of glyoxal for HCO detection. The upper trace shows a photofragment
excitation spectrum of glyoxal from 25 500 to 26 300 cm21 ~380–392 nm!
on fixing the probing laser wavelength on the qQ1 branch of the
B˜ 2A8– X˜ 1A8 band 000 of HCO.
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the entire band 00
0 for the transition B˜ 2A8– X˜ 2A8 were re-
corded on different days. An attempt to detect band 31
0 was
made because at 382.65 nm the available energy exceeds the
vibrational frequency n3 , but the intensity was too weak to
yield a meaningful spectrum.
III. RESULTS AND MODEL CALCULATIONS
A. Laser-induced fluorescence LIF spectrum
and internal state distributions of nascent
fragment HCO
The spectrum of HCO is complicated because of the
number of branches and multiple splittings caused by spin-
rotational interaction and asymmetry. Spectral assignments
and analysis are based on previous results for the transition
B˜ 2A8– X˜ 2A8 of HCO.49–51 Figure 3 shows a laser-induced
fluorescence spectrum of nascent fragment HCO from gly-
oxal excited to rotational level JKaKc5413* of the vibrational
state U of A˜ 1Au . All HCO spectra measured for photolysis
at these three selected rotational levels of glyoxal show simi-
lar behavior in that spin states F1 and F2 are nearly equally
populated, and for the lower K doublets from asymmetry
splitting the transitions have spectral intensity for some
branches slightly greater than those of the upper K doublets.
After correction over oscillator strength, the populations of K
doublets are nearly equal; the deviation is within experimen-
tal uncertainty. These spectra show transitions with observ-
able intensity extending to N;20 and K;2. At other pho-
tolysis wavelengths 390.33 and 382.65 nm, because of less
favorable Franck–Condon factors for the glyoxal transitions,
the spectral intensity of HCO lines is small, but the band
spans about the same wavenumber range as those at low-
energy photolysis. For K>3 the intensities of transitions are
too weak to be measured even though they are energetically
accessible. The bandwidths in fluorescence spectra are lim-
ited by the bandwidth of the probe laser, indicating that Dop-
pler broadening resulting from dissociation is less than the
laser bandwidth.
The integrated peak intensities were calculated for all
nonoverlapping transitions. For cases on which lines slightly
overlapped, intensities were obtained on deconvoluting the
lines assuming each to have a Gaussian profile with a width
parameter 0.18–0.25 cm21. Rovibrational populations for
HCO X˜ 2A8 are obtained from the intensity of fluorescence
after correcting for the lifetimes of upper states, axis
switching44 and oscillator strengths; the values were multi-
plied by 0.81 for K851, and 0.43 for K852 for the Coriolis
effect on K levels in state B˜ 2A8.44 Figure 4 shows the rela-
tive populations of rotational states of nascent HCO in the
vibrational ground state as a function of N separately for
each value of K; in this figure the relative population results
from setting the sum of population of all states to 2. Because
we might have two HCO from each channel S0 and T1 , to
obtain the absolute population the relative population needs
to be normalized to 2 for production from each channel.
A comparison of distributions of rotational population as
a function of K shows that most population resides in the
K51 manifold, as displayed in Fig. 5. As distributions ver-
sus K for the three rotational states of U are similar, only one
of them is displayed in Fig. 5. In Fig. 4, for K50 the distri-
butions vs rotational quantum number N show clearly bimo-
dal behavior. For the K51 distribution the high and low
rotational parts merge to yield a broad distribution for the U
band photolysis, whereas after photolysis at high energy the
distinct bimodal distributions are readily discernible. For K
52 all distributions show population curves with a single
maximum.
Parent states 321* 1322* yield a slightly greater K52
population of HCO than those from the other two parent
rotational states but the excess is insignificantly greater than
the experimental uncertainty. Limited by conditions of the
supersonic jet in this work and the ratio of signal to noise,
only N* up to 4 and K* up to 2 were selected. On initiating
from these low rotational states of the parent molecule, the
dissociation dynamics seem not to be significantly affected
by the rotational quantum numbers of the parent.
Distributions displaying bimodal behavior were fitted
with two Gaussian functions. For U-band photolysis and the
K50 distribution, a maximal population at Nmax
l 53 for the
low N part ~denoted HCOl) and another at Nmaxh 510– 11 for
high N ~denoted HCOh) are obtained, in which the right
superscript denotes the low/high part of the N distribution.
For K52 the distributions display a single maximum with
Nmax58. The K51 distribution is fit to two Gaussian func-
tions to separate the low and high N components with Nmax
l
53–4 and Nmax
h 511– 12, respectively. For K52 the HCOl
part of the distribution is assumed to be similar to those in
K50 and 1. Thus we attribute most K52 population to
HCOh. On summation over all K states, we obtain a lower
bound for a population ratio HCOl/HCOh51:0.80 (413* ),
and 1:1.0 (101* and 32*) ~see Table I!. On attributing part of
the K52 population to HCOl, both ratios exceed unity;
these results indicate that, near the threshold region for pho-
tolysis, HCOl is likely the dominant component.
For photolysis at wavelengths 390.33 and 382.65 nm,
Nmax
l has values 3 and 6, respectively, for the K50 distribu-
tion. We cannot determine Nmax
l in both K51 distributions
but they show bimodal behavior more clearly than those at
U-band photolysis. Because the K52 population displays a
single maximum, we cannot assign the high and low J parts
unambiguously; only the ranges of the production ratio
FIG. 3. Fluoresence spectrum of nascent HCO from glyoxal photolyzed at
transition RR0(3) of band U. The spectrum of HCO is B˜ 2A8– X˜ 1A8 band
000.
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FIG. 4. Population distributions of rotational states of HCO for K50 – 2 from glyoxal prepared at JKaKc5~a! 101* , ~b! 413* , and ~c! 321* 1322* , and at photolysis
wavelength ~d! 390.33 nm and ~e! 382.65 nm. Error bars 61s are shown; symbols: d (K50), . (K51u), n (K51 l), j (K52u), and h (K52 l);
superscripts u and l denote the K upper and lower doublet states, respectively. Gaussian function and PST fits to the distributions are shown as dashed, and
open-circle dotted ~-s-! lines, respectively; a sum of two Gaussian distributions is shown as a solid line.
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HCOl/HCOh are obtained, 1:0.8–1:2.1 for photolyis at
390.33 nm and 1:0.6–1:1.2 at 382.65 nm. The lower bounds
apply for attribution of the K52 population to HCOh, and
the upper bounds for attribution of the K52 population to
HCOl exclusively. According to the obtained distributions of
K50 and 1, the K52 distributions might contain a HCOl
component in a significant proportion; hence the actual ratio
HCOl/HCOh is expected to be near the upper bound. Al-
though with photolysis at 390.33 nm the excitation energy is
nearly 300 cm21 greater than that of the U band, their ratios
HCOl/HCOh seem to be comparable.
B. Dynamic models
As dissociation along the S0 surface is barrierless, a sta-
tistical model is expected to predict correctly the distribu-
tions of internal state of products; hence we applied a con-
ventional statistical model phase-space theory ~PST!52–56 to
this case. According to this model, total energy and angular
momentum are conserved during dissociation. Access to
each product state is assumed to be equally probable. We
used here a value C6553105 cm21 Å6 as coefficient in the
attractive part of the Lennard-Jones potential function for
radical-radical interaction. The maximum orbital angular
momentum lmax between fragments is constrained resulting
from the centrifugal barrier according to the equation:
\2lmax~ lmax11 !<3m~2C6!1/3Etrans
2/3
, ~1!
in which E trans denotes the relative translational energy and m
the reduced mass of the products. lmax is also constrained
from conservation of total angular momentum. Hence the
value of lmax is limited by these two constraints and is deter-
mined by whichever is smaller. The calculated rotational dis-
tributions, displayed in Figs. 4 and 5, show broad distribu-
tions with high N. The calculated distributions exhibit Kmax
51 ~sum over upper and lower K doublet states! but popu-
lated up to K56 – 8, unlike the experimental curves that de-
crease rapidly from K51 and reach only K52. Varying the
value of C6 by two orders of magnitude shifts Nmax by only
two units and Kmax remains unaltered; hence this parameter
is expected not to affect greatly the distributions. PST yields
a large fraction of energy, about 60%, distributed in rota-
tional degrees of freedom.
Distinct from the statistical point of view, according to a
simple dynamical-impulsive model,57,58 upon excitation all
energy is deposited directly into the reaction coordinate. The
C–C bond is assumed to break instantaneously to create two
decoupled fragments and any subsequent energy flow be-
tween the fragments is precluded. Each carbon atom shares
the impulsive energy, and each suffers an inelastic collision
with the rest of the respective fragment, thereby transferring
energy and momentum. The predicted translational energy
depends on the masses of atoms on either side of the break-
ing bond and on the total mass of each fragment. According
to the impulsive model, because a C–C bond is cleaved here,
each fragment receives initially 50% of the impulsive energy.
We applied this model to explain the dynamics occurring
on the triplet surface. For dissociation of glyoxal, both frag-
ments have the same masses ~29 amu!; then the final trans-
lational energy is 12/29350%521% of the available energy
for each HCO fragment, yielding 42% in total in translation.
This model resulting from classical mechanics predicts non-
zero vibrational energy, but vibrational excitation is energeti-
FIG. 4. ~Continued!.
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cally inaccessible upon excitation in the U-band photolysis
and is not observed for photolysis conducted at the other two
high-energy wavelengths. If the HCO moiety is assumed to
be rigid, most energy is distributed exclusively to translation;
accordingly, a large fraction of energy is expected to parti-
tion into translation.
C. Quantum-chemical calculations on the transition
state for the T1 surface
To investigate the mechanism of dissociation occurring
on the triplet surface, we performed quantum-chemical cal-
culations with Hartree–Fock, Becke’s three-parameter hy-
brid functional methods59 and with Møller–Plesset perturba-
tion theory up to fourth order with a basis set 6-31111G**.
The lowest triplet surface and its correlations with products
for both cis and trans conformers are calculated. Although
the trans conformer accounts for most population and transi-
tions are excited within only that trans conformer, because of
great vibrational energy in the T1 state the molecule can
explore both cis and trans surfaces before dissociation. All
calculations were performed with the GAUSSIAN 98 program60
on a SGI Origin workstation or on personal computers. Cal-
culations of vibrational frequencies confirm that only one
imaginary frequency exists, and the method of intrinsic reac-
tion coordinate ~IRC! was used to ensure an accurate struc-
ture of the transition state for the existing pathway.
The optimized structures of transition states obtained
from these methods are shown in Fig. 6; calculated energies
related to those of T1 and S0 in comparison with experimen-
tal values are listed in Table II. These calculated energies
deviate from experimental values about 5%–14%. The opti-
mized geometry for T1 exhibits an elongated CvO bond and
a shortened C–C bond indicating n-p* character. The tran-
sition state for the reaction H2C2O2→2 HCO on the T1 sur-
face has a C–C bond distance in a range 1.784–2.426 Å.
Perturbation theory converges to C1 symmetric geometry for
the trans conformer but C2 for cis. Method Becke three pa-
rameter Lee–Yang–Parr ~B3LYP! yields a long C–C bond
for the trans conformer but fails to achieve a converged ge-
ometry for the cis. B3LYP is known to yield long bonds for
floppy molecules;61 these results nevertheless bracket the
C–C bond distance in the transition state in a range 1.8–2.4
Å. The calculated C–C–O angle has a range 113°–126° ~g
567°–54°, g is defined in Fig. 7!; these values are consistent
with the structure of a transition state. The calculated angle
of the C–C bond to the HCO plane ~angle x, Fig. 7! for both
trans and cis conformers lies mostly between 40° and 54°,
but methods MP3 and MP4 yield unequal x angles with one
of them ’11°–12° for trans.
FIG. 5. Experimental population distribution vs rotational quantum number
K for glyoxal prepared at JKaKc5101* ~upper panel! and at excitation wave-
length 390.33 nm ~lower panel!, and the calculated population according to
phase-space theory, circle-solid line ~-s-!; symbols: filled triangle for HCOh
and open diamond for HCOl. In these two plots the sum of PST populations
for all rotational levels is set equal to the sum of HCOh populations. In this
figure the K52 population is included in HCOh.
TABLE I. Average energy deposited into HCO fragments after dissociation of glyoxal from results of experimental observations and of calculations according
to the phase-space theory and the impulsive model.
101* 413* 321* 1322* 390.33 nm 382.65 nm
^E&/cm21 % ^E&/cm21 % ^E&/cm21 % ^E&/cm21 % ^E&/cm21 %
Eavail 833 838 838 1131 1645
Exp.
HCOl a ^E rot& 144 17.2 164 19.6 158 18.9 315 ~87! 28.1~7.8! 254~133! 15.5~8.2!
HCOh a ^E rot& 432 51.9 490 58.4 455 54.3 443~291! 39.6 ~26! 697~489! 42.6~29.9!
^Evib& 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
HCOl/HCOh a 1:1.0 1:0.8 1:1.0 1:0.8 ~1:2.1! 1:0.6 ~1:1.2!
PST
^E rot& 59 60 60 67 65
^E trans& 41 40 40 31 31
Impulsive model
gb 34° 37° 36°
^E trans& 42b
aFor photolysis at 101* , 413* , and 321* 1322* , the K52 population is included in HCOh; for photolysis at 390.33 and 382.65 nm the K52 population included
in HCOl is listed, and within parentheses is listed the value for inclusion of the K52 population in HCOh.
b^E trans&/Eavail542% for all photolysis energies according to the impulsive model; impulsive angle g is calculated based on the rotational energy for HCOl
listed in this table.
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IV. DISCUSSION
Excitation to three selected rotational levels of the parent
molecule in state U produces no significant variation in
population distributions of fragment HCO, indicating that the
state distributions of products result directly from dissocia-
tion. Our experimental data show bimodal rotational distri-
butions. The results of previous work using quantum-beat
spectroscopy indicate that the T1 state is correlated to a dis-
sociation continuum; a small exit barrier 2.5 kcal/mol was
estimated for this triplet channel dissociation.11 One possibil-
ity for the bimodal rotational distributions is that a glyoxal
molecule dissociates from the triplet channel into two HCO
with distinct rotational energies. One would expect the dy-
namical model—impulsive model to yield a good estimate of
the energy partitioning of fragments for the dissociation over
an exit barrier. However, the results of calculations show no
distinct C–C–O angle g of the transition state on the triplet
surface to result in different rotational energy in fragments
according to the impulsive model. Hence, that one triplet
channel yields two distinct rotational distributions of HCO is
unlikely.
Transition states of both cis and trans isomers of the
triplet state exhibit a similar angle g; a possibility that dif-
ferent isomers result in distinct rotational distributions is thus
also unlikely. The experimental data show in general that the
high rotational part of the distribution has a broad width in N
distribution and is expected to have an average rotational
energy near the predicted value using PST, although the K
distributions are limited to low K states ~shown in Fig. 5!.
Hence, we tentatively assign the high rotational component
to arise from the S0 surface, and the low rotational compo-
nent, which deviates significantly from the PST prediction, to
arise from the T1 surface.
The S1 and T1 surfaces of glyoxal are coupled by
second-order spin–orbit interactions.37,38 Some gateway
states with relatively large spin–orbit coupling constants are
identified;11,30,38 those states are expected to undergo rapid
FIG. 7. Schematic representation of triplet glyoxal dissociation. Definitions
of various physical parameters are indicated: b, impact parameter; g, impul-
sive angle, and R, C–O bond distance. The angle x of the C–C bond to the
HCO plane is shown in ~b!. The principal rotational axis c of HCO is
perpendicular to the molecular plane.
TABLE II. Calculated energy ~kcal/mol! of the transition state ~TS! on T1
surface for reaction C2H2O2→2 HCO related to states S0 and T1 ; symmetry
of TS is listed in parentheses.
Method E(TS)2E(S0) E(TS)2E(T1) C–C ~Å! x g
trans
MP2 (C2) 79.7 19.7 1.988 43° 61°
MP3 (C1) 82.5 19.0 1.801 12°, 54° 58°, 67°
MP4 (C1) 81.3 17.9 1.784 11°, 53° 58°, 67°
B3LYP (C1) 69.1 23.5 2.426 50°, 50° 62°, 62°
cis
MP2 (C1) 84.0 27.8 1.701 11°, 40° 62°, 54°
MP3 (C2) 77.0 17.9 2.003 43° 60°
MP4 (C2) 74.1 14.3 1.981 42° 60°
experiment 72.5 17.6
FIG. 6. Geometries of transition states for reaction C2H2O2→HCO1HCO
on the T1 surface ~trans and cis conformers! optimized with various meth-
ods ~a! MP2, ~b! MP3, ~c! MP4, ~d! B3LYP, ~e! MP2, ~f! MP3, and ~g! MP4
with basis set 6-31111G**.
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intersystem crossing. Near the threshold region on the T1
surface, the estimated number density of vibrational states of
S0 is 33106 per cm21; therefore the strength of coupling
between S0 and S1 within the range of excitation energies in
the present work is expected to be smoother than for form-
aldehyde, which is considered to be ergodic.62,63 According
to examination of the HCO yield relative to the fluorescent
intensity of glyoxal in band U, these three rotational levels
are so called ‘‘gateway states’’ with enhanced yield of HCO,
i.e., enhanced intersystem crossing compared with other ro-
tational levels in the same vibrational state.11 This condition
confirms results that the yield of HCOl is enhanced from the
triplet channel near the threshold of photolysis.
Valachovic et al.64 reported that the radical products pro-
ceed on the S0 and T1 surfaces of formaldehyde via loose
and tight transition states, respectively. The production of T1
is sporadic, due to poor coupling between zeroth-order S1
levels and T1 reactive resonances. These T1 resonances have
small decay widths when they lie below the T1 barrier. At the
high end of the energy range, the T1 pathway dominates,
although a modest S0 contribution remains present. In the
case of glyoxal, the rate of tunneling to radical products on
the T1 surface is expected to be low because of a large re-
duced mass. Thus we expect a negligible production from T1
when lying below the top of the barrier on the triplet surface.
In the region of energy of interest in the present work, spin–
rotation coupling between singlet and triplet states is more
efficient than coupling between S0 and S1 ; hence intersys-
tem crossing competes effectively with relaxation via inter-
nal conversion to the S0 surface, and consequently the triplet
channel dominates when the excitation energy exceeds the
threshold for dissociation on the triplet surface. As in the
case of formaldehyde, even about 800 cm21 above the
threshold ~photolysis wavelength 382.65 nm! a modest S0
contribution is present.
From distributions of rotational energy, we calculated
the average rotational energy of HCO, which is defined as
^E rot&5(( Pi3E rot)/( Pi , in which Pi denotes the popula-
tion of a given HCO rotational level. Here, HCOl and HCOh
parts are treated separately, i.e., each channel produces two
HCO. For photolysis in the U band, the three rotational par-
ent states yield average rotational energies of fragment HCO
144–164 cm21 and 376–464 cm21 for the HCOl and HCOh
parts, respectively ~the K52 population is included in
HCOh). This situation accounts separately for 17.2%–19.6%
and 51.9%–58.4% of available energy, Eavail
(5833– 838 cm21); Eavail is estimated from Eavail5Ehn
2DE r
0
, in which Ehn denotes photon energy; the reaction
energy DE r
0 is 70.060.2 kcal/mol, determined from experi-
mental enthalpy data65–67 and corrected for heat capacity. If
part of the K52 population is attributed to HCOl, the frac-
tion into rotation becomes increased for HCOl and decreased
for HCOh.
At photolysis wavelengths 390.33 and 382.65 nm, rota-
tional energy accounts for 28%, 16% of total available en-
ergy for HCOl and 40%, 43% for the HCOh part, respec-
tively, when the K52 population is included in HCOl; if it is
included in the HCOh part, the rotational energy for HCOl is
correspondingly decreased. The average rotational energies
of HCO and Eavail for individual photolysis wavelengths are
listed in Table I. Because no vibrationally excited HCO is
detected, the energy distributed into vibrational degrees of
freedom is zero. The remaining energy consequently con-
verts into translation, accounting for a large fraction of Eavail
in translation for HCOl.
The HCOl part arises from the triplet channel, giving
rise to final monomer rotational state distributions that can be
understood in terms of classical torques acting on the two
moieties, if we assume that the distributions of product states
result from a repulsive force after the molecule passes
through the transition state. We applied the impulsive model
using calculated geometries of the transition state on the trip-
let surface. The system is further simplified into two pseudo-
diatomic fragments so that from experimental average rota-
tional energies we estimate the angles of impulsive force to
the C–O bond. With U-band photolysis the calculated values
for g are 34°–38° for the results when the K52 population
is included in HCOh. If all K52 population is attributed to
HCOl, the rotational energy partitioning is 31%–36%, and
angle g is calculated to be 48°–54°. However, from compari-
son with K50 and 1 distributions of HCOl, all partitioning
of K52 population to HCOl is unlikely. The error quoted for
DEr yields a change on the HCO rotational energy partition
by only 2% to 3%. Assumption of a pseudo-diatomic frag-
ment introduces an error in g by 2 to 3°. According to the
geometry of the transition state for this reaction on the T1
surface, the energy partitioning into rotation is expected to be
about 40% ~summed over both fragments!. Hence the experi-
mental value of ^E rot~HCO)&/Eavail is less than that estimated
using the impulsive model.
On dissociation of triplet acetaldehyde45 we found that
the experimental value ^E rot~HCO)&/Eavail is about 2/3 of
that estimated. Less HCO rotation can be explained to be due
in part to HCO rotation being hindered during the process of
dissociation. The torque exerted to produce rotation along
the a axis might be inhibited by a small impact parameter ~if
the repulsive force is more or less centered along the C–C
bond!; this condition might limit maximum K quantum num-
ber of HCO. Small impact parameter might explain the dis-
tribution limited to low K states occurring on S0 surface.
Detailed theoretical study of the dissociation dynamics of
these molecules is required to explain further the experimen-
tal data.
Each rotational state (N ,K) is split into asymmetry (Kc)
and spin-rotational components (F1 and F2), and to examine
these effects we determined separately the rotational distri-
butions. With respect to spin-rotation, we found the relative
population to be independent of S51/2. The electron spin of
HCO is not influenced by the dynamics of the reaction. Thus
the electron-spin angular momentum is essentially uncoupled
to the angular momentum of the nuclear framework. For
each K.0 level, there are two asymmetry components that
are distinguished by the Kc quantum number. For the HCOh
part, they appear to have about the same population; this
condition is consistent with results based on a statistical
model. For the HCOl part, we have insufficient data to de-
termine a variation in the population of K doublet states.
Hence, from experimental data we cannot determine an av-
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erage x angle as in the cases of acetaldehyde45 and
propanal.48 Moreover, the unequal x angles predicted by
methods third-order Møller–Plesset ~MP3! and fourth-order
Møller–Plesset ~MP4! are ambiguous experimentally. The
two HCO fragments from one parent are therefore indistin-
guishable under current experimental conditions.
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